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Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev15
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev11
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6127.

OXUIB-919 Huge amount of ”Found no such resource in attachment storage for identifier:
undefined’ errors after update
Improvement: Do not complain when client tries to delete a non-existing attachment.
MWB-1560 Huge traffic increase on userdb after updating to 7.10.5 (incl. custom package)
In case client-passed token does not match the one currently associated with requested composition space while trying to perform an update ends in an infinite retry loop.
This has been solved by using dedicated error code in case client-passed token does not match the
one currently associated with requested composition space.
OXUIB-889 File storage removed from cache once a (sub)folder gets deleted
File storage account will be accidentally removed locally once a single (sub) folder of an external
account gets removed.
This has been solved by adding check to remove file account only when root folder get’s deleted.
OXUIB-1101 Password reset error message on wrong password always in English
String was not recognized as translatable string.
This has been fixed by adding gt calls to boot/i18n.
MWB-1546 CalDAV issue
Missing recurrence identifier in change exception set of stored recurrence master event.
Solution: Orderly incorporate intermediate results when handling calendar resource updates, also
consider change exception instances when building recurrence set during update.
OXUIB-1406 Pdf write error message not translated
Was caused by a missing gt call.
This has been fixed by adding the missing gt call.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-919, MWB-1560, OXUIB-889, OXUIB-1101, MWB-1546, OXUIB-1406,
1

